
Plate 1. Delhi, the capital of India and its environs, as viewed by the Indian Remote Sensing Satellite on June 
9, 1991. The famous 'Red Fort' can be detected as a hexagonal feature, almost in the centre of the imagery, 
along the bank of river Yamuna (F). Note that the capital abounds In greenery, expressed in various shades of 
red. The densely habitated Chandni-Chowk, Turkman-Gate, Sadar bazar and Old Deihl (all east of Karolbagh) 
appear in darker grey, whereas open colonies like RK Puram, South Deihl, Janakpuri, etc., reflect lighter tones. 
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Plate 2. Bombay metropolitan area and parts of Raigarh and Thane districts as imaged on January 19, 1991. 
The coastline of the metropol is fissured by several creeks. The uppermost is Vasai at the mouth of river Ulhas, 
followed by Manari, Malad and the southernmost Dharamtar at the mouth of Amba river. The western land mass 
of the city is separated from Thane district by the Thane creek. Amongst the three lakes in the heart of the 
metropol, Vihar (largest) is located near Arey Milk Colony, and Powai (lowest) is in close proximity to the campus 
of the Indian Institute of Technology. The hornlike convex land mass plunging into the sea has Malbar hills (and 
Kamala Nehru Park) on the upper tip and Colaba (with Gateway of India) on the lowest. 
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Plate 3. 'OM' Valley, South-east of Bhopal city in Madhya Pradesh. Surrounded by the Vindhyan hill ranges, 
the valley is named atter its unique shape resembling the Hindu mythological symbolic character 'OM'. The 
valley is known for its highly productive black soils. This February 1991 scene shows standing wheat crop 
(registered in red). Located on the lett bank of Narmada and conspicuous by the road and the railway track 
passing through it, is the city of Hoshangabad. 
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Plate 4. Chambal basin spread over the states of Rajasthan, Gujarat and Madhya Pradesh, with a marked 
contrast between the cropped command area and the deforested hilly catchment. The two reservoirs on the river 
Chambal are Rana Pratapsagar In Rajasthan, near 'Rawatbhata' and Gandhisagar, near Mandsaur in Madhya 
Pradesh. 
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Plate 5. A segment of Tamil Nadu and Coastal Kerala showing Intensively Irrigated crop-land along Tambraparnl 
river in the north. The plains of Nagunirl and Tambraparnl are expressed In yellow, interrupted by the white 
streaky features, Those are sand dunes, locally called 'Kayals', The western part of the terrain Is dominated by 
Mahendragirl range of South Sahyadrl, The bright dot In the ocean, near the southernmost tip of India's land-mass 
is the Viveknand Memorial (V). 
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Plate 6. A kaleidoscopIc view of the fascinatingly complex geologic formations of Karnataka plateau in which 
a trained geologist can distinguish at least six major formations comprising Granite (G), Quartzite (Q), Con
glomerate (e), Sandstone (S), Umestone (l). and Basalt (8). Some of these are important source-rocks for 
minerals like iron, manganese. copper and lead. IRS data like this imagery has considerably helped in the 
exploration of mineral wealth in several parts of the country. 
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Plate 7. Chllka, the largest shoreline lake In the country IS a unique aquatic habitat Being something between 
a lagoon and an estuary, It has few parallels In the world. Its water-spread vanes with the season from 780 to 
1144 km. Note the high turbidity, attnbutable to dispersed sediment In the N-E zone expressed In lighter shades 
of blue. It is reported that heavy sedimentation resulted in shrinkage of the lake area from 871 to 790 sq . km 
between 1973 and 1986. Deep and relatively clear water is indicated In the north-eastern parts. where rocky 
spurs of Eastern Ghat plunge into the lake. Sandy bed of Mahanadl nver and Its delta are seen In the upper 
half of the imagery. 
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Plate 8. Soil salinity. appearing as white patches on this imagery is believed to have inflicted nearly seven 
million ha of agricultural lands in the country. The other land degradation problem of ravines can also be noticed 
along the banks of Yamuna in grey bands with serrated margins (A). These ravines. besides taking to" of nearly 
4 million ha of good agricultural lands. serve as hide-outs for dacoits and other social outcasts. lAS LlSS-1I data. 
like this imagery help In the identification and mapping of such problematic areas for their reclamation. Note that 
In the south-western corner of the Imagery. is the city of Agra (A). widely known for its magnificent monument 
- The Taj. which can be detected as a bright tiny spot on the right bank of Yamuna (T). 
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Plate 9. The densely forested Junagarh dome with the characteristic radial drainage is typical of the geomorphic
expression of igneous intrusion. as seen in this Saurashtra scene. The Girnar hills form a suit of alkaline and 
basic igneous complex equivalent to Deccan Trap. These hills characterised by dikes are located In the 
south-eastern part of the imagery. the boundary of which is dotted with small lakes. 
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Plate 10. A segment of the Knshna delta wIth fascinating arcuate features of ancIent beach ndges reHectmg 
successIve posillons of advancing coastline. The Kolleru lake (K) IS almost hidden behind the northernmost 
beach ridges. Its general appearance is so much altered by excessive proliferation of weeds that It no more 
resembles a familiar water body. The blotched grey with speckles of brown and red represents lowland plain 
comprising lIdal flats, swales and marshes. Sandy beaches and salt pans appear as white and blUish white 
along the coast. 
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Plate 11. Aeolian landscape of Saudi Arabia, as captured Oh April 2, 1988 by IRS LlSS-1 sensor. A series of 
sand dunes in this desertic area known as Ar Rub AI Khali, displays characteristi~ cross-bedding. Note that any 
sign of habitation is conspicuously lacking in this vast ocean of sand. 
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Plate 12. This imagery of Bangladesh displays a fascinating drainage pattern, typical of coastal low lying areas 
with tidal action. The deep red in the lower part of the imagery denotes mangrove vegetation, in sharp contrast 
with other types of vegetation expressed in pale red. The dark patch in the upper left of the imagery is a marshy 
swamp. Note, that the salt pans are registered as tiny features in bright white. 
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Plate 13. The structural patterns resulting from folding are clearly expressed In this area. covering parts of 
North-East Rajasthan. The resistant Alwar quartzltic rocks displaying doubly-plunging folds can be mapped and 
analysed to understand the stresses under which these rocks were deformed during the Pre-Cambrian time. 
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Plate 14. This image shows the 'High Himalaya' comprising a series of complex ice covered massifs, snow-clad 
rolling high lands, glaciated valleys, glaciers and meadows extending over Bhutan and Tibet. The peaks and 
high ndges have aretes and cols with extremely steep rocky slopes, ice faces and ice falls. The plunging glaciers 
occur at elevations between 4200 and 5500 metres, expressing a characteristic pattern. 
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Plate 15. Maharashtra plateau with pronounced rehef of the Western Ghat showing unusually constncted 
reservoirs on River Varna, a tnbutary of the Krishna. The longest of the reservoirs IS Koyana. unique for the 
design of its spill-way. A bright red striP, almost parallel to the lett margin of the I(oyana reservoir indicates the 
lUSh green feudal forest. The command areas of <III the three reserVOirS, confined to valleys, are predominantly 
cultivated for sugarcane. 
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Plate 16. A part of Uzbekistan in the USSR, south-west of Tashkent city. In the southern part of the image, the 
radial and rectangular panerns probably derive from the panern of fluvial sedimentation. The lacustrine influence 
is delectable in the proximity of the lake. The excessively large parcelling on the north-eastern part appear to 
be related to arenaceous soils. The harvested fields appear silvery white and grey. whereas the cropped ones 
are depicted in hues of red. The dark grey area in the western half of the image, in sharp contrast to southern 
crop-land and cropped alluvium of River Syr Darya, is a desert called Kyzylkum. 
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Plate 17. This L1SS-11 FCC imagery shows part of the area illustrated in Plate 16. captured in parallel with the 
L1SS-1. Low IFOV and finer spatial resolution of the LISS-II accentuates the Influence of fluvial sedimentation 
on parcelling. The harvested and cropped fields create a fascinating Checker-board eHect. 
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Plate 18. A unique assemblage of the different kinds and expressions of the geologic structures in an area 
spread over Hoshangabad. East Nimar and Betul districts of Madhya Pradesh is illustrated in this imagery. Such 
linear features are important indicators of mineralisation as well as ground water potential. The geology of the 
areas is dominated by trappean Kalihit hills and Gondawana sandstones. 
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Plate 19. The river Cauvery, splitting into numerous branches forms an extensive delta, characterised by a vast 
network of irrigation channels. The tip of the triangular delta is known as Point Calimere. Coastal rrdges west 
of the point Cali mere present a beautiful linear pattern. Note that the swampy area below the zone of coastal 
ridges is expressed in variegated grey and blue. The bright white rectangular tiny features are salt pans. 
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Plate 20. Seen in juxtaposition and separated by a sharp boundary are the two contrasting landscapes. namely 
the Vindhyan hilly region and the basaltic plateau in Ujjain district. M.P. The resurrected sandstone hills of 
Vindhyas in the left half of the imagery are seen dotted with lakes down the narrow valley between the craggy 
and steep sided spurs. The most striking feature of this imagery is the larger fields with distinctly registered field 
boundaries in the basaltic terrain covered with black soils. 
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Plate 21. River Ghagra and its tnbutaries • Sarju and Kuwana with their flood plains are seen in this imagery 
of East Uttar Pradesh. Frequent changes in the flow of the juvenile Sarju have left their unmistakable imprints 
on the flood. plain. The greyish white colour of its flood plain marks appreciable hydromorphic Influence. The 
deep red patches on the upper part of the imagery represent reserved forests. whereas the mottled grtlYlsh 
brown is indicative of agricultural crops. 
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Plate 22. The mouth of the Indus river on the marshy Pakistan coast. a few kilometres south of Karachi shows 
a large number of creeks and a profusely branching stream panem formed by the present and the ancient 
channels of the river. Strong tidal action through the creeks and at the mouth of the Indus removes the sediments. 
almost as rapidly as they are deposited. The sediment discharge into the sea is registered in lighter shades of 
blue against a back~rop of the dense blue deep sea water. 
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Plate 23. Differences in lithology are reflected in various tones on this imagery of eastern Mewar. Due to 
differential weathering, unmetamorphosed Aravalli sandstone is seen as homodmical ridges (northern part of the 
image), dipping south. The South western part is mainly arenaceous. The City of Bundi is seen in the centre 
of the ridge (north central part). 
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Plate 24. The west-flowing Tapl. Ambika and other rivers shed enormous sediment loads and advance their 
alluvial prows in the gulf of Khambat. The sediment discharge and the pattern of its distribution are clearly 
expressed in this imagery reflecting excessive soil erosion in the catchment of these rivers. 
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Plate 25. This imagery represents the structurally controlled Barak basin with a segment 01 Cacher plam In the 
north-eastern Himalayan Region. The deep and narrow gorge of Barak IS carved In the densely forested Lelmotl 
and Vangai ranges. Contrastingly, Cachar Plain, registered in greYish hues is a low lYing terrain pierced by a 
series of sharp spurs from the Lushai hills. Occurrence of exploitable petro-fuel IS reported In this area. 
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Plate 26. Padma river, draining Bangladesh, shows a braided pattern with sand bars, whereas its tributaries 
and sub-tnbutaries meander markedly. Morphologic expressions of fluvial process, such as meander scrolls, point 
bar complexes, oxbow lakes and natural levees can be detected in the flood-plain. Dhaka, the capital of 
Bangladesh is seen on the bank of one of the sub-tributaries of Padma (D). Note that the air-strip in the 
north-western part of the City is clearly discerned even at this small scale. 
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Plate 27. The shifting cultivation, (variously referred to as the Jhuming, Podu. bush· fallow and reiterative 
cultivation) is vividly manifest in greyish and light brownish patches against the backdrop of red, implying dense 
forest on this imagery of the north-eastern Himalayan State of Nagaland. At least three categories of Jhums -
(i) freshly burm areas (dark grey), (ii) recent and cropped (pinkish tone), (iii) recently abandoned (grey) can be 
directly seen. Note the ongoing slashing and burning operation, (preparatory to cultIVation) evidenced by the 
smoke. This practice not only destroys precious forest wealth, but also results in accelerated soil erosion. 
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Plate 28. The Indo-Gangetic alluvial tract, covered by this scene has a substantial share of India's salty and 
water-logged lands. The scene displays two prominent rivers, Gomati in the north and Sai in the south. Two 
abandoned channels of Gomati, characterised by an abundance of oriented oxbows and meander scrolls can 
be traced upward of the existing stream. A tiny segment of river Tons appears in the upper right corner. 
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Plate 29. High Himalayan ranges in Sikkim. Kanchenjunga (8585 m). the second highest peak of Himalaya can 
be traced along the western margin of the imagery at K. The northern Tibetan plateau. devoid of any vegetation, 
stands out prominently with its glaciated valleys and the lakes. 
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Plate 30. Sub-parallel drainage system of Nat river controlled by Mekran ranges in Baluchistan. The harshness 
of the area can be inferred from the conspicuous absence of vegetation, in any form_ 
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Plate 31. The imagery shows three major rivers of Yamuna system. namely Yamuna. Ch.lmbal and KunwOlfi. 
The fourth river Banganga. draining into Yamuna in the western part of the imagery is feebly expressed. Nole 
that the greyish whtte serrated bands on both sides of all the river courses are ravines. Ravines associated with 
the Yamuna river system account for nearly 50 per cent of the total ravinous lands In the country. The upper 
part of the imagery shows salinity. mainly concentrated along the three branches of Itle lower Ganga Canal. 
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Plate 32. This imagery, last in this series, is left undescribed to sharpen the deductive faculty of the readers 
(who by now should have gained sufficient insight into the art and science of imagery interpretation). The reader 
may pat his back if his educated guess tallies with the identity of the figure presented on page 488 of Current 
Science, Volume 60, Number 8, 25 April 1991. 
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